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S u m m e r, 2005

Dear Friends,

Welcome to the premier issue of the EquiCenter Post, a seasonal newsletter that will keep you informed of the many

wonderful things that are happening at the EquiCenter.  We are very excited because this issue coincides with the one-year

anniversary of our program. In our first year, we have exceeded projections with regard to participation in both of our

Therapeutic Riding and Horsemanship Programs.  In fact, we now have waiting lists for both programs, and are working

hard to expand our program capacity as much as possible to provide services for more individuals in need.

Equally as important has been the outpouring of community involvement at the EquiCenter.  A non-profit org a n i z a t i o n

like ours is always reliant upon an “army” of volunteers, and we are fortunate and grateful to have a fantastic team!  We

have enlisted a wonderfully committed group of nearly 100 volunteers (see the reverse side), most who are trained to work

directly with participants and the horses.  Many also assist in areas such as special events, communications, fundraising

and governance.  And our volunteers are not all “horse people.”  Many are individuals who simply share our vision to help

people who face special challenges.  Their passion and commitment to the EquiCenter is truly an inspiration for us.  In

addition to the positive therapeutic outcomes being realized by our participants, friendships have been formed between 

volunteers, participants and families.  

Of course the EquiCenter also depends upon financial and in-kind support, and we are grateful for the investments 

individuals have made to help us through the critical beginning stages and beyond.  We have received private donations,

foundation grants, corporate sponsorships, used equipment, and of course, donations of a wonderful team of horses who

continue to make all of our efforts possible.  

What does the future hold for the EquiCenter?  We currently are working with participants from eleven organizations 

in the area, thus making this truly a community-wide collaborative effort.  While the number of partner organizations 

continues to grow, we also have many participants who learn of the EquiCenter by word-of-mouth.  On one hand, we are

proud to say we are operating at near capacity levels; however, we are disappointed that we are running out of ways to 

provide services to those still on waiting lists.  It is evident to us and our team that our future plans to build a year- r o u n d

facility is the only way to truly expand our program to address this issue.  We are now in the design stages of such a 

f a c i l i t y, and the ground work is being laid for a capital campaign to realize this dream.  

Last but certainly not least, it is important to recognize the invaluable gift made to the EquiCenter by Anthony Conti

and his daughter, Barbara, of the use of ABC Farms as the site for the center’s programming.  Without Tony and Barbara’s

generosity and compassion, there would be no EquiCenter.  At a time when we celebrate the year’s successes, we are also

deeply saddened by To n y ’s recent passing.  All those benefiting from EquiCenter programming now and in the future will

be forever indebted to Tony for his generosity and shared vision in our mission.  For this, we dedicate the EquiCenter’s

first anniversary to To n y.

We close by again thanking all those who, like Tony Conti, continue to share our vision to help individuals with special

challenges meet their full potential.  We are very excited about what the future holds for the EquiCenter and this community,

and are grateful to have you “along for the ride.”

Warm regards,

Stacy & Jonathan Friedlander

EquiCenter Founders

P.O. BOX 542     FISHERS, NY  14453     OFFICE 585.733.1111     PROGRAMS 585.747.9944    INFO@EQUICENTERNY.ORG
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Eli Eckman and Stacy Friedlander atop Jitterbug.

Imagine you're a few months old. There
are always people in your face, talking
at you, picking you up. You go to sleep
in one place and wake up in another. All
in all, the world is such a confusing
place it makes you want to cry.

Now imagine that on top of all that, you
can't see. You're very sick. You hurt a lot.

A couple of years ago, this was Eli
Eckman's world. Eli has a genetic 
disease so rare that only half a dozen
children are born with it each year.
Osteopetrosis makes bones grow too
dense, and Eli's bones grew to the point
where they interfered with his optic
nerves and left him without sight.

With osteopetrosis, it's common for
bone to grow into the marrow cavities,
taking away the body's ability to make
blood cells. A bone-marrow transplant
can cure the disease, but the odds are
long.

Eli's parents, Ashley and Brian Eckman,
knew there was no choice. In 2003, a
medical team at Fairview University
Medical Center in Minneapolis performed
a bone-marrow transplant, taking 
marrow from an anonymous, unrelated
donor and giving it to Eli.

ELI BEAT THE ODDS, 
BIG-TIME.
The new marrow “remodeled” Eli's
bones. They're completely healthy now.
Eli still has some developmental issues.
He's taking seven medications a day
(down from 21) and he needs a little
support to walk. Talking is a challenge.
But with osteopetrosis stopped in its
tracks, Eli has a fair fight in front of him.

Fast forward about a year. Someone
suggests to Eli's mom that he might like
horseback riding. Ashley thinks: “Hold on,

he's 2, not 12.” Eli is recovering nicely, but the image of her toddler with a thousand
pounds of horse under him, galloping across the open range, strikes Ashley as a bit 
farfetched.

On the other hand, the Eckmans know that for Eli, going out into the world has
always meant “drawing blood or tubes down his throat or in his ear.” It's important
to expose him to activities that feel good for a change.

“We tried ice skating,” says Ashley. “Eli hated it. What can I do? I can't tell him he's
having fun. He decides that.” So the Eckmans revisited the suggestion about horse
riding. They knew just about nothing about horses, so they read about horses and
they read to Eli about horses, talked about horses, sang about horses, and when it
came time to climb on a horse at the EquiCenter, Eli didn't hate it. At all.

“He absolutely delights in it. On the horse, moving through space by himself, it's
really something. The sensory feedback, smells, textures…for him to get on a
horse—it's wonderful.”

WHICH BRINGS US TO THE COINCIDENCE.
So here are the Eckmans, with zero horse history. Here's their son, just past 2-years
old, riding a horse on a regular basis. And over there, on 80 acres in West Plains,
Missouri down near the Arkansas border, are the Kutters.

Linda and Ken Kutter are Eli's great aunt and uncle and, it turns out, self-confessed
“horse-aholics.” The Kutter family, including kids and grandkids, has been raising
and showing horses for more than 20 years. Linda puts it this way: “Some people
hunt, some fish, we tinker with horses.”

Ever since he was born, Linda and Ken had been closely following Eli's progress.
When they found out that Eli had taken up riding, the Kutters were a little surprised
and a lot pleased.

And it got them to thinking. Living with the Kutters was Jitterbug, 20, a world-
champion Missouri Fox Trotter, winner of the Ladies' Amateur Novice Class in 1989.
According to Linda, Fox Trotters are “sure-footed, sweet, and gentle” and once you
get them moving they'll do a steady five to 10 miles per hour all day long.

“Jitterbug was always conscious where the kids were and what they were doing,”
Linda says. “Give a year-old kid a bucket of grain and Jitterbug would follow quietly
along behind until they'd get wherever they were going.”

Jitterbug was spending most of her time babysitting colts and calves and grand-
kids. She was part of the family. The Kutters could never sell her. But given the news
that Eli had become a horseman, Linda and Ken realized that the EquiCenter could be
a great career opportunity for Jitterbug.

Linda has had back problems and years ago she discovered that the only way 
to get relief was to ride. “I'd ride and the pain would go away. A combination of
physical and mental maybe, but no matter, I know how much it helped me and I
thought, if riding a horse could do the least little bit for Eli and other children, that
would give me great satisfaction.”

THE JITTERBUG CONNECTION
Was it meant to be? Or was it
just a coincidence? All we know
for sure is that's the story of Eli.
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get off the horse, while Linda was thinking, Jitterbug, please be in a good mood.
“We both wanted our babies to like each other,” says Ashley.

They needn't have worried. “It was so wonderful to see Eli,” says Linda, “and then
when he got on Jitterbug, he had these little socks on, and he started rubbing his
feet against her big neck. You could tell, it wasn't long, he knew who she was.”
Watching Eli, Ken said, “That smile is worth every mile we drove to get here.”

“She went there and did like we knew she would. The EquiCenter people are 
wonderful. They sent me the horseshoes Jitterbug had on. But it is a little difficult 
to part with her. If it weren't for Eli, she'd still be here.” 

Ashley says the Eli-Jitterbug connection is one of a string of extraordinary occur-
rences that have helped Eli progress to where he is today.  “That's the story of Eli,”
she says. “And I do think horses understand that they're helping. It's wonderful for
Eli to have that connection. We never think of him having limitations. We know that
in time he can, and will, do all things.”

Eli's story is evolving, but for now, maybe it all comes down to this: sometimes 
our confusing world makes you cry. Other times, you get to smile, especially when
you're riding a big, warm, hairy friend named Jitterbug. b

  

The EquiCenter would never be celebrating its first anniversary were it not for its many
committed and passionate volunteers. The nature of the EquiCenter's collaborative
effort can truly be seen by the diversity in age and backgrounds of its nearly 100 volun-
teers, most of whom have been trained to work directly with program participants and
horses. There are, however, many additional volunteers playing vital roles in media
and communications, fundraising, special events, barn maintenance and governance.

After a year of operation, and over 2000 hours logged by our many volunteers, we
would like to acknowledge the volunteer whose overwhelming commitment to the
EquiCenter has stood out among all others over the past year. Lisa Best has been
involved in the EquiCenter since it opened its doors last May, and has shown an
unlimited amount of energy, passion, and enthusiasm for the EquiCenter in many 
different areas.

Lisa, whose brother Joe is a participant in the Therapeutic Riding Program, is a 
volunteer horse leader and side-walker in our Therapeutic Riding Program, an instructor
in our Horsemanship Program, an organizer of fundraisers, an “interviewer” of new
program horses, a volunteer recruiter, and a merchandise and marketing designer.
Most recently Lisa has offered to chair a committee overseeing the sale and distribu-
tion of benefit tickets to the Ascot Night event at this summer's Walnut Hill Carriage
Driving Competition in Mendon (see page 7). Lisa tackles all of the above while
working full time at Best Times Financial Planning in Penfield.

While all volunteers are valued beyond words, Lisa's tireless commitment to helping
improve people's lives at EquiCenter is nothing short of amazing. She has touched
many lives over the past year both directly and indirectly through out-front and behind-
the-scenes efforts, and we are grateful for her work and hopeful she will remain
involved with the EquiCenter for years to come. b

  

SO LINDA AND KEN 
TOOK A ROAD TRIP.
The Kutters' eight grandchildren
chipped in to buy Jitterbug a saddle and
all the gear she'd need. Then Linda and
Ken packed her up and headed east.
“Eleven hundred miles each way, four
days, fast and furious,” says Linda.
“We'd never have gone that far if it
weren't for Eli.” 

Staff, volunteers, and friends of the
EquiCenter turned out to celebrate Eli's
third birthday along with Jitterbug's
arrival at her new home. The event did
not go off without some trepidation. Eli
hadn't been on a horse in five months.
Ashley was thinking, I hope Eli's in a
good mood, hope he doesn't want to

The EquiCenter is a non-profit center that uses a wide range of equine therapeutic activities to foster the personal growth and
individual achievement of people with disabilities and at-risk youth. Our current programs include Therapeutic Riding, Vaulting,
and Horsemanship (Equine-Facilitated Mental Health). Future plans include the addition of Hippotherapy, Equine-Assisted
Psychotherapy, Carriage Driving, and Canine-Assisted Therapy.

Riders in our Therapeutic Riding and Vaulting Programs participate in structured classes to acquire horsemanship skills while
developing flexibility, motor skills, balance, muscle coordination, strength, and increased self-esteem and confidence.
Participants in our Horsemanship Program learn experientially by working directly with horses. In this non-riding program, 
individuals develop personal responsibility, relationship and communication skills, an appreciation for teamwork, self-discipline,
and trust. Through their activities, participants develop a sense of purpose as they help care for horses who are in turn caring
for individuals with disabilities.

For more information about the EquiCenter programming and ways to get involved, write to info@equicenterny.org or call
585.733.1111.

WHAT WE’RE ALL ABOUT

VOLUNTEER
OF THE
YEAR
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“What my friends and I liked most was bonding with the
horses,” noted Jessica, a program participant from Hillside.
“Most of the other kids swarmed around one horse, Rupert,
because he was smaller, but I bonded with the other horse,
Charlie.”

“These horses seem massive to the kids, so the initial experi-
ence takes them out of their comfort zone,” noted Corey Foster,
a senior recreation therapist from Hillside who accompanied five
young women to the program earlier this year. “Over time,
though, they learned how to care for them and communicate
with them non-verbally.” 

Persuading a very large horse to do what you want without
using words has more to do with brainpower than physical
strength, instructor Pat Brown from the EquiCenter explains.
Using natural horsemanship games to help the participants gain
the horse’s confidence, she teaches them how their words,
actions, posture, and expressions influence how a horse will
respond to them, a lesson that they can apply to people, too. 

“It’s moving to see a horse lower its head so the teen can
stroke it,” she noted. “We praise them, saying ‘look what you’ve
done; you’ve made that horse feel calm and comfortable.’ It
brings about a sense of pride and accomplishment for these
kids.” 

Once that light bulb goes on in their heads, it is just a matter of
time before the participants are ready to lead a horse simply by
looking ahead and having the horse follow. 

A life-long horsewoman, Pat knows from personal experience
that horsemanship can make a difference in the lives of its 

Ask anyone who’s been around horses and they’ll tell you—they
are just like people—if you treat them with care and respect, they
will return the favor. 

The Horsemanship Program, a 10-week equine-facilitated 
mental health program run by the EquiCenter, gives at-risk
youth the opportunity to do just that in a non-traditional therapy
setting.

Once a week, teenagers from Hillside Children’s Center’s
Residential Treatment Program travel to the EquiCenter in
Mendon, New York to care for the horses used in its Therapeutic
Riding Program for persons with special needs. They have much
to accomplish in 90 minutes, including grooming and feeding
the horses, chores in the barn and in the pasture, as well as
learning the basics of handling horses. 

“These visits help the participants learn responsibility, 
communication, and teamwork,” explained Jonathan
Friedlander, president and CEO of the EquiCenter. “It gives them
a sense of purpose to know that they are taking care of the 
horses that take care of people with special needs.”

Allowing themselves to care for and trust in others is a big
step for these teenagers from Hillside, many of whom have
emotional, behavioral, or life-circumstance challenges to 
overcome. The horses make it possible. 

“Horses feel all the emotions that we do, which makes the act
of caring for them very therapeutic,” added Jonathan. “The
Horsemanship Program participants are open to this experience
because they don’t see it as therapy, but it truly is.”

LEARNING ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS...
With a Little Help from the Horses
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AGENCY 
HIGHLIGHT
Al Sigl Center 
Afamily of families
More than 40 years ago, the Al Sigl Center was founded to
help make life a little better for people with disabilities and
their families.

Today, as a partnership of eight independent human-
service agencies, the Al Sigl Center serves almost 70,000
children and adults in the Rochester area. It helps agencies
provide affordable, state-of-the-art facilities and develop
shared business services while generating community
awareness and philanthropic support. 

From the earliest days of the EquiCenter, Dan Meyers, 
president of the Al Sigl Center, has been encouraging its
partner agencies to explore the services offered by the
EquiCenter. “I’m a huge booster,” says Dan. “From our point
of view, the EquiCenter creates opportunities for people to
define their abilities in new ways. That’s a terrific outcome.”

According to Dan, who is a member of the EquiCenter’s
Board of Directors, research shows that the benefits of
equine-assisted therapeutic services are far greater than
might be expected. “For a little person—or an adult for that
matter—to be able to relate to something as big and power-
ful and wonderful as a horse, and then to gain the confi-
dence it takes to master it, that has to be one of the great
experiences of life.”

5

participants. Years ago, she took a young teenage cousin with
emotional trouble into her home. Then she gave her a horse.

“When she began to care for the horse, it rekindled something
inside her and ultimately saved her life,” Pat said. “Now she’s 25
years old, manager of a spa, and engaged to be married.”

It is unanimous “on the Hill” that EquiCenter’s Horsemanship
Program has been beneficial for the Hillside participants. 

“The participation of Hillside youth in EquiCenter’s
Horsemanship Program exemplifies strongly the value of  
community partnerships,” said Dennis Richardson, president
and CEO of the Hillside Family of Agencies, and also a member
of the EquiCenter Advisory Board. “The EquiCenter has given
our youth an opportunity to learn important life lessons through
their work with the horses and in turn, our youth have made
positive contributions to the EquiCenter as volunteers in its
Therapeutic Riding Program. By welcoming our involvement in
the program, the EquiCenter reinforces its belief in the Hillside
Family of Agencies and the youth and families we serve.”

Claudia Herman, recreation therapy coordinator for Hillside
Children’s Center, views the program as another avenue for
reaching at-risk youth. “Our kids need ways to learn how to 
nurture and care…how to be a positive part of the community.
The Horsemanship Program is another therapy—one that
Hillside doesn’t provide—that gives them the opportunity to
experience success,” she added.

“It also gives them a chance to learn that making a commit-
ment and seeing it through has its rewards, such as friendship,”
noted Corey. He added that a number of participants from his
group have made some positive changes since participating in
the Horsemanship Program, from working at off-site jobs and
participating in sports leagues, to simply owning up to their
actions more easily. 

“We’re grateful to Hillside for believing in our program and are
pleased that we have been able to have a positive influence on
their residents,” Jonathan said. “Hillside has been with us from
the start and shares our vision for the future.”

One year after it began, the Horsemanship Program has a
waiting list, as does the Therapeutic Riding Program. Jonathan
and the EquiCenter team hope someday to have their own
year-round facility so that they can expand their programs and
accommodate more participants who would benefit from
spending time with horses. b

      

PARTICIPATING AGENCIES 
AND AFFILIATIONS
The Advocacy Center
Al Sigl Center
The ARC of Monroe County
Association for the Blind & Visually Impaired - Goodwill
CP Rochester
Continuing Developmental Services
Easter Seals of New York
Epilepsy Foundation
Golisano Children's Hospital at Strong
Hillside Family of Agencies
Humane Society at Lollypop Farm
MS Society
National Technical Institute for the Deaf - 

Rochester Institute of Technology
Nazareth College Department of Health Science 

and Physical Therapy
PRALID
Rochester Rehabilitation Center, Inc.
Simon Graduate School of Business - 

University of Rochester

In Memory of Anthony Conti 1909-2005
Tony Conti with daughter Barbara of ABC Farms.

   



TACK
TALK
There are 18 things wrong in this barn.
Can you find them all?

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SESSION DATES

May 23 - July 2
July 11 - August 20
August 29 - October 8
October 17 - December 3 (No classes Thanksgiving week)
Additional riding on weekly basis as weather permits during winter months

VOLUNTEER TRAINING SESSIONS (5:30-7:00 P.M.)
Thursday, August 18
Thursday, Oct. 6

FUNDRAISING EVENTS
Friday, August 12 
Walnut Hill Ascot Picnic Night (see page 7 for more information)

Friday, October 7 
Denim, Diamonds & David Yurman presented by Mann’s Jewelers
(for more information contact info@equicenterny.org)

SPECIAL OLYMPICS: LOCAL COMPETITION
Saturday, July 23 

SPECIAL OLYMPICS: REGIONAL COMPETITION
Saturday, September 17

THE EQUICENTER
IS SEMI-FINALIST
The Rochester Regional Business Plan
Contest is a competition designed to
encourage entrepreneurship and develop
new high-growth ventures in the Greater
Rochester New York Region. The recent
contest was sponsored by, among 
others, High Tech Rochester, University
of Rochester, Rochester Institute of
Technology, Greater Rochester
Enterprise, and Infotonics Technology
Center.

The EquiCenter, Inc. business plan, which
was developed in conjunction with four
second-year graduate students from the
William E. Simon Graduate School of
Business Administration, University of
Rochester, was selected as a semi-finalist
in the competition. Of the 54 submis-
sions received, 13 semi-finalists were
selected based on business growth
potential and probability of success.
While EquiCenter’s business plan was
not selected as a contest winner, it did
stand out as the only non-high-tech 
venture chosen among the 13 
semi-finalists. 
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answers
1. Dog tied to crosstie 2. Horse shoes with nails facing up 3. Loose wire
on bale of hay 4. Grain bin open 5. Grain sack spilled on floor 6. Ladder
propped on wall 7. Rung missing on ladder 8. Hay spilling out of hay loft
9. Man smoking a cigarette 10. Exposed wire hanging from ceiling
11. Stirrups not rolled up on saddle 12. Rake on floor with tines facing up
13. Stall door open with horse in it 14. Wheelbarrow in a hazardous
location 15. Pitchfork hanging on wall in dangerous location 16. Bare
nails sticking out of wall 17. Bucket tipped over on floor 18. Can of
kerosene in barn and tipped over

EquiCenter Office: 585-733-1111
Programs: 585-747-9944
info@equicenterny.org
www.equicenterny.org

Art by Susan E. Harris. Used with permission
by Susan E. Harris and the U.S. Pony Club.

                 



SPECIAL
THANKS TO OUR
SUPPORTERS
ABC Farms
Barbara & Carl Anderson
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Donor
Richard & Norma Armstrong
Christopher and Noreen Bailey
Gary & Sylvia Baker
Ira Belcove & Elizabeth Marcus
Jack and Kathy Best
Joseph Best
Kevin and Tami Best
Lisa Best
Best Times Financial Planning
Bit of Britain
Patricia & Barry Brown
Bry.Net Web Services
Canandaigua National Bank and Trust
David & Mary Carbonaro
Chamberlain D'Amanda
CinchLink Web Services
Rowan & Francis Coleman
Barbara Connors
Anthony Conti
CountryMax
Donna & Craig Curran
Tracey Davidoff
Dixon Schwabl Advertising
Ann Dwyer
Karen Ellmore
EquiSport, Christine Hatchen
Ewing Lettering & Graphics
Bruce & Kathleen Ferguson
Carolyn & Roger Friedlander
Genesee Valley Equine Clinic, LLC
George Baker Architects
B. Thomas Golisano Foundation
Great Northern Pizza Kitchens
Margaret Hanover

Ron & Ellen Heidenreich
Michael & Amy Holloway
Toddy Hunter
Wendy & Phil Jefferis
Joseph & Ann Hurlimann 
Ellen Fabrowicz Johnson
John & Karen Junker
KB Graphics, Inc.
The KenLou Foundation
Don & Carolyn King
Kinko's
Kiwanis Club of Brighton
Ken & Linda Kutter
Ann Manning
Robert & Michelle Marcus
William & Audrey Marcus
Marketplace Chrysler - Suzuki
Richard & Catherine Massie
Matthew Davis Horseshoeing
David & Helen Melroy
Janet Miller
The Mix Advertising
Monroe County Sherriff's Mounted Unit
Barbara and Angus Muir
David & Nancy Nachbar
National Bank of Geneva
Nutramax Laboratories, Inc.
Charles & Elizabeth Olin
Pictometry Visual Intelligence
The Polisseni Foundation
Raymond & Norma Recchia
Rochester Automobile Dealers Association
Rose Films, Inc.
Rotary Club of Penfield
Earl Russell
Robert Dean Wayland-Smith
Charles & Mary Lou Straka
Lisa & Peter Sykes
Beverly Anne Ward 
Wegmans Food Markets
M. Catherine White
Sue & Paul Wilkins 
The Marie C. & Joseph C. Wilson Foundation

An evening of sporting 
elegance to benefit the
EquiCenter

JOIN US AT ASCOT 
PICNIC NIGHT!

You’ll feel as if you’ve stepped into a
bygone era when you join EquiCenter
friends and families on Ascot Picnic
Night at the glorious Walnut Hill Farm in
Pittsford. Sample the history, tradition,
style and pageantry of the 1800s as you
witness classical carriage-driving com-
petitions and exhibitions. You and your
family will enjoy world-class boutiques,
music and gourmet picnics at this beau-
tiful farm. Bring a dish to pass, or pur-
chase a picnic basket on arrival and
meet other EquiCenter families right
next to the main exhibition area.  

When you purchase a ticket to Ascot
Picnic Night from EquiCenter, half of 
the ticket price benefits the EquiCenter.
Tickets are $8.00 and are available by
calling 585-385-2280 or by e-mailing
lbest2@rochester.rr.com.

The Pittsford Carriage Association has
hosted the annual Walnut Hill Carriage
Driving Competition for the past 34
years at Walnut Hill Farm in Pittsford.
The exhibition is designed to generate
public interest in the contributions 
made by the horse and carriage to our 
country’s cultural, economic, and social
history.  

Friday, August 12 at 6:00 p.m.
Walnut Hill Farm
397 West Bloomfield Road
Pittsford, NY 14534
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EQUICENTER TEAM 
SUPPORTS MS SOCIETY
On May 1 of this year, a group of volunteers and staff from the EquiCenter teamed
up to participate in the MS Society Walk-a-thon held in Canandaigua. The team
raised nearly $1,000, and was pleased to help one of the EquiCenter’s partner
agencies in its efforts to improve the lives of individuals with multiple sclerosis.
Furthermore, members of the team were proud to walk in honor of Susan Traniello,
an EquiCenter Advisory Board Member and therapeutic riding participant with MS.

          



BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
John D’Amanda
Partner
Chamberlain D’Amanda 

Jonathan Friedlander
President and CEO 
EquiCenter, Inc.

Stacy Brown Friedlander
Director of Programming
EquiCenter, Inc.

Howard R. Jacobson
Managing Partner 
Dixon Schwabl Advertising 

Maura (Peg) Jacobson
Community Volunteer and Parent Advocate

Daniel M. Meyers
President 
Al Sigl Center

Michael Nichting
Assistant Vice President
M&T Bank

ADVISORY
BOARD
Joseph Best
Therapeutic Riding Participant
Continuing Developmental Services

Barry Brown, VMD
Founder/owner
Canfield Vet

Ann Dwyer, DVM
Founder/owner, 
Genesee Valley Equine Clinic, LLC

John A. Love, MS PT NCS
Assistant Professor Health Science and
Physical Therapy 
Nazareth College

Elizabeth R. McAnarney, MD
Professor and Chair, Department 
of Pediatrics
Pediatrician-in-Chief
Golisano Children’s Hospital at Strong

Robert Rice, MS, ABSS
Director of Clinical Services 
Easter Seals of New York

Dennis M. Richardson
President and CEO 
Hillside Family of Agencies

James C. Tedford
Past President 
Humane Society at Lollypop Farm

Susan Traniello
Therapeutic Riding Participant
MS Society
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